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Arbophill ia for piano solo 

Written in the summer of 2016, the piece Arbophillia (the love of trees) pays 
homage to nature's most regal beings: trees which resurrect themselves after 
every winter in reincarnations of lush green. The short piece aims to mirror 
cyclical processes in nature, such as the shedding of leaves or, on a smaller 
level, the path a leaf takes when it falls. In this sense, it follows the 
impressionistic musical tradition, demanding a delicate control of colour from 
the pianist. Arbophillia also tries to encapsulate the romantic notion of love 
for nature today and imagines what the voices of trees, their massive roots 
and their crowns would sound like. The lower register of the piano is used to 
evoke the slowness of trees and the upper register to represent the smaller 
events that happen on the surface of trees, such as crawling ants or 
woodpeckers. 


